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Abstract. Integral operators are investigated which are compositions of multipli-

cation by bounded vector valued functions and convolutions with vector valued

functions. All of the functions are based on a fixed locally compact group. Conditions

are given under which certain of these operators are compact. As an application of

these conditions we consider induced representations of twisted group algebras (these

are generalizations of representations of groups induced from closed normal sub-

groups in the sense of Mackey and include these as special cases) and we give neces-

sary and sufficient conditions for these representations to be compact (that is, to

consist entirely of compact operators).

1. Introduction. One of the more important concepts in the theory of unitary

representations of locally compact groups is that of induced representation.

Another is that of a compact (or C.C.R) representation—one which when lifted to

the group algebra yields only compact operators. In this paper we will prove some

general theorems which will in particular yield necessary and sufficient conditions

for the representation induced from a closed normal subgroup of a second count-

able locally compact group to be compact.

In §§2 and 3, we investigate a class of integral operators with operator-valued

kernels acting on vector-valued functions. (The simplest instance of the operators

we consider is an operator K on L2(G) defined by K(g)=h(f* g) where/in L1(G)

acts on L2(G) by convolution and « in Lco(G) acts by pointwise multiplication. Our

results, in particular, yield necessary and sufficient conditions on h for every

operator of this form to be compact.)

In §4 we review the concept of twisted group algebra as developed in [4]. This

general type of Banach *-algebra is constructed from an action of a locally compact

second countable group on a Banach *-algebra. Included as special cases are the

group algebra of a group extension (considered in terms of the quotient group

acting on the group algebra of the subgroup), algebras associated with covariant

representations of C*-algebras and locally compact automorphism groups, and

other algebras previously constructed in the literature using the action of a locally

compact transformation group. This general type of algebra provides a natural
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setting for the concept of induced representation. We examine such representations

and show that the results of §3 apply to give necessary and sufficient conditions

for induced representations to be compact.

Finally, in §5 we specialize the conditions to give the promised results for in-

duced representations of groups. We then augment these results with some weak

containment arguments and give strengthened theorems under additional hy-

potheses (certain normal subgroups are type I and regularly embedded).

2. General remarks on integral operators. Let (X, S, m) be a measure space

where either 5 is a sigma ring of subsets of the set X and m is sigma-finite on S, or

X is a locally compact Hausdorff space, S is the sigma ring of Borel sets, and m is

a positive Radon measure. Let ( Y, R, n) be the product measure space of (X, S, m)

with itself, £ be a Banach space, C(E) the compact operators on E, and let A(X)

he either the complex linear space generated by the characteristic functions of sets

in S of finite «-measure or the space of continuous complex-valued functions with

compact support on X, depending on the interpretation of (X, S, m). Finally, let

L2(X, S, m, E) and F2( Y, R, n, C(E)) be the appropriate spaces of Bochner

integrable vector-valued functions^). Then the following facts are either well

known or are simple generalizations of well-known results. As a general reference

see [6]:

(1) If k(x, y) is in L\ Y, R, n, C(E)), the operator K on F2 (X, S, m, E) given by

(Kf)(x)=jk(x,y)fi(y)dm(y)

is a bounded linear operator and

\\K\\2ij\\k(x,y)\\2dn(x,y).

(2) The linear span in F2( Y, R, n, C(E)) of elements of the form k(x, y)

=h(x)g(y)B; h and g in A(X), B in C(E); is a dense set.

Proposition 2.1. The operator K defined above is compact.

Proof. K exists by remark (1), and by remark (2) we may assume that k(x, y)

= h(x)g(y)B; h, g in A(X), and 5 in C(E). Then for/in L2(X, S, m, E),

[Kf](x) = h(x)B^g(y)f(y)dm(y)\ = h(x)Bvf

where v, is in E. Now let {/} be a bounded sequence in L2(X, S, m, E) and v, be

the corresponding v/s. It is easily seen that ||i>y|| ̂C|/||2 so that {v,} is a bounded

sequence in F and thus some subsequence {Bvt} of {Bv¡} converges to v in E. If

fi(x)=h(x)v, then / is in L2(X,S,m,E) and ||A/í-/||2<C1||5t)í-t;||, which

completes the proof.

(l) In the first instance we mean the norm integrable functions which are measurable with

respect to the norm Borel structure of E. In the second instance we take the functions to be

strongly measurable.
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We remark now (without proof) that one can also show that if £ is a Hubert

space, HS (E) the Hilbert-Schmidt operators on E, k is in L2( Y, R, «, HS (£)), and

K is defined as before, then TT is a Hilbert-Schmidt operator on L2{X, S, m, E) and

the Hilbert-Schmidt norm of K is the L2-norm of k.

Now suppose that G is a locally compact group, m is (a left) Haar measure on G,

and A is the corresponding modular function. Let TT be a Hubert space and

k: GxG-> C(H) have the following properties:

(1) k is norm bounded and Borel measurable.

(2) There exist compact sets Ex and E2 in G such that k vanishes outside of

Ex x E2.

Proposition 2.2. 77ie operator K on L2(G, m, H) given by

[Kfi](x)= f k(x,y)fi(xy)dm(y)
Ja

is compact.

Proof. Clearly

[Kf](x)=jGk(x,x-1y)fi(y)dm(y)

= ^k'(x,y)f(y)dm(y).

Since k' is norm bounded and vanishes outside the compact set Ex x EXE2, k' is in

L2(G, m, C(H)) and previous results yield the conclusion.

Now let K be defined as above where this time k: GxG -> C(H) satisfies

(1) k is norm bounded and Borel measurable.

(2) There is a compact set E such that if y is not in E, k(x, y) = 0.

(3) \\k(x, y)\\ tends to zero uniformly in y as x goes to infinity.

Theorem 2.3. K is compact.

Proof. Let En be the set of all x in G such that \k(x, y)\ Ú 1/« for all y in G, let

kn=k on En x E and vanish elsewhere, and let Kn be the operator formed from kn

as A" is from k. Since K—Kn corresponds to k — kn, which is bounded with compact

support, Proposition 1.2 implies that K—Kn is compact. We need only show that

|| #„11 tends to zero. Let/be in L2(G, m, TT). Then

K/T=J*o \\KJ(x)\\2 dm(x)

- L (I ¡kn{x'y)¡2 dm{y)){\E ¡/{xy)¡2 dm{y))dm{x)

Ú \\kn\\lm(E) (  f  \\f(xy)\\2dm(x)dm(y)
J E Jg

S \\kn\\lm(E)2s\\fi\\2 â (c2/«2)||/||2
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(where s is the supremum of A(j)-1 on the compact set F). Thus |]Ä"n|| ic/n which

tends to zero. This completes the proof. A special case of the above operator was

investigated in [1].

3. Operators of product-convolution type. Let R be the real line with Lebesgue

measure, and let L\R) and L'D(R) act on L\R) by convolution and multiplication

respectively. It is not hard to show that in the first case we never get compact

operators and in the second case we rarely do—never for (nonzero) continuous

functions. It frequently happens however that operators arise which are composi-

tions of the two above mentioned types, and one may ask when these are compact.

In a much more general context, we will give necessary and sufficient conditions

on a member of F°°(5) so that composing it as an operator with the operator de-

fined by any function in L\R) will always yield a compact operator.

Let C(H), B(H) and U(H) be the compact, bounded, and unitary operators

respectively on a Hubert space H, let G be a locally compact second countable

group, let m and A be as in §2, let h,fi g be in Fœ(G, m, C(H)), L\G, m, B(H)), and

L2(G, m, H) respectively. If A is a Borel measurable function from G x G to U(H),

we can define operators Qh (multiplication) and KAf (generalized weighted right

convolution) on L2(G, m, H) by

iQhg)fa = h(x)g(x)
and

faAfg)ix) = ja A(x,y)f(y)g(xy)A(yy<2 dm(y).

Proposition 3.1. Qh and KAf are bounded linear operators. Furthermore, \\Qn\\

= \\h\\mand\\KA,\\i\\fi\\x.

Proof. The assertions concerning Qh and the linearity of KAf are trivial.

\\KAfg\\2 i j [J l/WII \\gixy)\\A(yy2 dm(y)} 'dmfa)

dmfa)

= j[(j\\fiiy)\\\\gixy)\\A(yy'2dm(yy)

•(Jll^llllgí^lA^'^míz))

- J7 [(í llSÍXy)¡ h(XZ)¡ äm{x)Yf{y^ l/(z)¡A0*)1/2] dm(y)dm(z)

- ¡i Kí¡8{xyW dm{x)T{\h{xzW dm{x)T

■\\fi(y)\\\\fi(z)\\A(yz)1'2\dm(y)dm(z)

= M

Thus||AV||^||/||i.
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Definition 3.2. With notation as above, an operator on L2(G, m, H) of the

form QhKAf is said to be of product-convolution type.

Our goal is to give conditions in terms of« so that for A fixed, QhKAf is compact

forall/inLHG, m, B{H)).

Definition 3.3. A (Borel) subset £ of a locally compact second countable

group G will be called thin at infinity if for any compact neighborhood I of the

identity in G, the function t,(x) = m(Ix n E)/A(x) vanishes at infinity.

If G is unimodular, this condition just means that the relative measure of E

intersected with x-translates of I goes to zero as x goes to infinity. An example of

a set thin at infinity in the real line is E=(Jn(an,an + bn) where an and bn are

positive, an tends to infinity, and bn tends to zero as « tends to infinity.

Definition 3.4. Let B he a Banach space and let T be in L°°(G, m, B). For all

c>0 let E(T, c) be the set of all x in G such that |r(x)|| èc. We say that T almost

vanishes at infinity if E{T, c) is thin at infinity for all c>0.

Theorem 3.5. Let G be a second countable group and let h be in LX(G, m, C{H))

for a Hubert space H. If h~(x) = h(x~1) almost vanishes at infinity, then the operator

K= QhKA1 is compact for any fin L1 (G, m, B{H)) and A in LX(G xG, mxm, U(H)).

Proof. Let rc he the characteristic function of E(h~, c). Notice that \\h~ —rch~\\x

converges to zero as c tends to zero. We may therefore assume that the support of

« is contained in E(h, c) for some c>0. Similarly, by density arguments, we may

assume that/(x) = TF(x) where Tis in -S(TT) and Fis a positive, real valued, con-

tinuous function on G with compact support T with ||F|| „ g 1. Then

(**)(*) = (QkKAfg)(x)

= £ h(x)A(x,y)f(y)g(xy)A{y)1'2 dm(y)

= f h{x)A{x,x-1y)f(x-1y)A(x)-ll2A(y)1!2g{y)dm{y)
Jg

= I   k(x, y)g(y) dm(y).
Jg

Let

k(x,y) = h(x)A(x,x-1y)TF(x-1y)A(x)-ll2A(y)112

= C(x, y)F(x-1y)A{x)-ll2A{y)1i2.

Then C(x, y) is in C(H), and |C(x, j>)|| ̂  ||«(x)|| ¡[F||. We now look at the operator

K*K. The function

p(x, y) = | k(z, x)*k(z, y) dm(z)

= | [C(z,x)*C(z,y)F(z-1x)F(z-1y)A{x)ll2A(y)ll2A{z)-1]dm(z)
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exists since the integrand in question is bounded and has compact support. It is

then not difficult to show that if g is in L2(G, m, H), ¡ap(x, y)g(y) dm(y) exists and

defines a bounded linear operator. Direct computation shows that this operator is

K*K. We conclude that

(K*Kg)(x)= |  p(x,xy)g(xy)dm(y)
Ja

=      r(x,y)g(xy)dm(y),
Ja

and

\\r(x,y)\\ i \\T\\2A(x)A(yy2 j[\\h(z-1)\\2F(zx)F(zxy)]dm(z)

i || F121 h I i A(y)ll2m(Ix-1 n Iy^x'1 n E(h~, cy/Afa1)

i \\T\\2\\h\\lA(y)ll2m((I n Iy-^x-1 n E(h~, cy/Afa1).

This computation shows that r(x,y)=0 if y is not in I'11 (a compact set).

Since A(y)112 is bounded on I~1I,r(x,y) is norm bounded. Finally, since

m(I~1Ix~1n E(h~, c))/A(x~*) vanishes at infinity by hypothesis we see that r(x, y)

vanishes at infinity uniformly in y as x goes to infinity. Now Theorem 2.3 shows

that A'*A' is a compact operator. Then by spectral theory, (K*K)112 is compact.

Finally K= U(K*K)112 for some partial isometry U by the polar decomposition of

operators, and thus K is compact. This completes the proof.

We will now proceed to prove a converse of Theorem 3.5 under slightly stronger

hypotheses.

Definition 3.6. Suppose that F<= G is Borel, and F is a compact, symmetric

neighborhood of the identity e in G. We say that {Vxn}, 1 in<co, is (for E) a

fundamental essential sequence (F.E. sequence) of F translates if:

(1) xn-^oo in G,

(2)infn{m(VxnnE)/A(xn)}>0,

(3) for all n> 1, xn is not in U<c<n Ve xk,

(4) for all n, xn is not in F3.

Lemma 3.7. The following statements are equivalent for £c <j :

(1) E is not thin at infinity.

(2) For every compact, symmetric neighborhood V of the identity, there is (for E)

an F.E. sequence of V translates.

Proof. (2) => (1) is immediate from the definitions. (1) =*- (2). Negating the

definition of thin at infinity, we see that there must be at least one compact neigh-

borhood W of e and a positive number d such that the following property holds :

For every compact set C there is an x not in C such that m(Wx n F) ^dAfa).

If we choose any compact, symmetric neighborhood F of e, we can find yu..., ys

in IF such that W<=(Jk Vyk. Let a=maxk A(yk). Choose a sequence {xn} such that,
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for all «, s-m(Vykxn n E)^dA{xn), xn is not in (Jp<n(yk1Veykxv), xn is not in

W'1^3 and xn^-oo in G, for some fixed k. Writing zn=ykxn, we have zn-^co,

z„ $ F3 and

m(VZn n £) > ^ > ^î.
5 (as)

Thus (a) inf{«í(Fznn£)/A(zn)}^a7(íw)>0 and

(b) since x„ is not in Upo^'^Mp! zn is not in \Jv<n Vezp and since V is

arbitrary, (2) holds.

Now, continuing with previous notation, we consider the operator K= QhKA¡ on

L2(G, m, H). We now discuss a joint property of « and A, for the case when h~

does not almost vanish at infinity, which is a piecewise uniformly small variation

condition.

Suppose that «~ does not almost vanish at infinity and c>0 is any constant such

that the set Ec of all x with ||«(x_1)|| ^ c is not thin at infinity. We know by Lemma

3.7 that there is for Ec an F.E. sequence of translates of V for every compact,

symmetric neighborhood V of the identity e.

Definition 3.8. Suppose that for each Ec above there is a compact, symmetric

neighborhood F of e and an F.E. sequence {Vxn} for Ec such that

{h(x-1)A(x-1,y):xeVxn,yeV}

lies in a sphere of radius c/4 in C(TY) for all «. Then we say that « and A are regulated.

Without much trouble one can show that « and A will be regulated if

h(x~1)A(x~1,y) is uniformly continuous on (J (VxnxV), in particular if

h(x~1)A(x~1,y) is uniformly continuous on GxG. We now have the following

converse of Theorem 3.5.

Theorem 3.9. Let G be a second countable locally compact group, H a Hubert

space, « a function in LX{G, m, C(H)), A in L'°(G xG,mxm, U(H)).

If h~ does not almost vanish at infinity, and if h and A are regulated, then there is

an fin L^G, m, B(H)) such that QkKaí is not compact.

Proof. For some c>0 the set Ec of all x such that ||«(x_1)|| ^c is not thin at

infinity. Since « and A are regulated we can choose a compact symmetric neigh-

borhood V of e and a sequence {xn} such that

(1) Fx„ is an F.E. sequence for Ec.

(2) h(x~1)A(x~1, y) varies by less than c/4 on each Fxn x F.

Let infn {m{Vxn n Ec)/A(xn)) = d>0. Let f=m{Vy1CvI where I is the identity

operator on TT and Cv is the characteristic function of V. Choose, for each «, a

point yn in Fxn such that \\h(y~1)A(y~1, e)\\ = \\h(yñ1)\\'ac. For each «, there is a

normalized vector vn in TT such that \\h(yñ1)A(y~1, e)vn\\ ̂ 3c/4.

For each « let gn be defined by

g Ax) = vng(x-1x-1)A{xn)-1i2A{x)-1'2
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where g is the characteristic function of F2. Then g„ is in L2(G, m, H) for each n

and/is in L\G, m, B(H)). Since

HUI = £   IknWH2 dm(x)

= | \g(x-1x-1)\2A(xn)-1A(x)-1 dm(x) = ||g||l,

the sequence {gn} is bounded. We will be done if we can show that the sequence

{QhKAfgn} has no converging subsequences. By definition off and gn, the support of

QhKAfgn is contained in xñxV3. If zis inx^K3 n x~1V3 (m< n), then xn is in V6xm

which violates our hypotheses. This means that the supports of the functions

QnKAfg„ are disjoint. Finally we have

IQnKA!gn\\ = j    [h(x)A(x, y)fi(y)gn(xy)A(yy>2 dm(y) dm(x)

= J* [   C h~(x)A(x- \ y)f(y)vng(y' *xx" ») <M j) 1 </mW/A(x„)

£ f A ~ (x) f m( F) - M(x - \ y)vn dm(y) % dm(x)/A(xn)
JvxnnEc JV

(since if y is in F and * in Vxn, j-1**"1 is in  F2 and so m(V)f(y) = I and

g(j"1xxn-1)=l).

Let wn(x) = m(V)~1 jy h(x~1)A(x~1, y)vn dm(y). Then

= mfa)-1 j [/¡(x-1) ¿(x"1, yK-AO'.'Mj'»"1. e)vn] dm(y)

isup\\h(x-1)A(x-\y)-h(y-1)A(y-1,e)\\ i c/4
ysV

by hypothesis for x in Vxn.

Thus,

Il Ôft^rgn11 £ f || wB(x) ||2 ¿m(x)/A(x„)
JVxnnEc

=  Í (llA^.-Mj'-S e)»»H-í) <*«(*)/A(jc»)

c2 m(Vxn n Ec) >dc2_

= 4       A(xn)       =4       U-

The functions QhKAfgn are uniformly bounded below in norm and have disjoint

supports, so the sequence can have no converging subsequences and the proof is

complete.
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We close this section by showing that in certain cases we can eliminate the extra

hypothesis in Theorem 3.9. The following result includes in particular the case of

the real line mentioned at the start of this section.

Theorem 3.10. If G is a locally compact, second countable group, H is a finite

dimensional Hilbert space, « and fare as previously indicated, and QhKf is defined on

L2(G, m, H) by

[QuKig](x) = £ h(x)fi(y)g(xy)A(y)1'2 dm(y),

then QhKf is compact for all f in L1(G, m, H) if and only if h~ almost vanishes at

infinity.

Proof. The "if" part follows from Theorem 3.5. We will indicate the changes

in the proof of Theorem 3.9 which are necessary to prove the converse. Suppose

that Ec is not thin at infinity. It may be that « and I are not regulated, so we must

proceed in another way. Let e1(..., en be an orthonormal basis for TT. For each

x in G there must be an i such that ||«(x)et|| ^ ||/i(x)||/«. It follows from this that if

E{ is the set of all x such that ||/i(jc-1)ei¡| ̂ c/n, then EC<=:\J?=1 Ex.

If all Ei are thin at infinity, Ec would also be thin at infinity which is a contra-

diction. Thus for some i, Et is not thin at infinity. Now choose a sequence Fxn as

in the proof of Theorem 3.9 only substitute Et for Ec. Then leave / unchanged,

define gn(x) = eig(x"1x^"1)A(xnx)"1/2 and proceed as before.

4. Twisted group algebras and induced representations. In [4] two of the authors

introduced and studied a general type of twisted group algebra. We review briefly

some of those results.

Let A he a separable Banach *-algebra, G a second countable locally compact

group, M{A) the double centralizer algebra of A, and Aut1 {A) the ♦-automor-

phisms of A which together with their inverses have norm one. Let F be a Borel

measurable mapping from G to Aut1 (.4) and y a Borel map from G x G to

U(M(A)) (the unitaries in M (A)) such that

(1) (T(x)y(y, z))y(x, yz) = y(x, y)y(xy, z),

(2) (T(x)T(y)a)y(x, y) = y(x, y)(T(xy)a),

(3) y(e,x) = y(y,e) = I,T(e) = I,

for all x, y, z in G, a in A (e the identity in G). The pair (T, y) is called a twisting

pair for (A, G) if the continuity condition of Proposition 2.1a of [4] holds.

We then form a new Banach *-algebra L1(A, G;T,y) by providing the Bochner

integrable yl-valued functions with the following product and involution:

(f-h)(x) = f f(y)(T(y)h(y-1x))y(y,y-1x)dm(y),
Jg

f*(x) = y(x,x-1)*(T(x)f(x-1))*A(x-1),

where, as before, m is a left Haar measure of G and A is the corresponding modular

function.
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A number of special cases of this algebra have appeared in the literature. We

will just mention that the group algebra of any second countable group extension

of a group G by a group H can be written in the above form for A=L1(H).

We say that two pairs (F, y), (F1, y1) as described above are equivalent if there

is a Borel function p from G to U(M(A)) such that

il) Pie) = I,

(2) T1(x)a=p(x)(T(x)a)p(x)*, a in A,

(3) /(*, y) =p(x)(T(x)p(y))y(x, y)p(xy)*.

It can be shown that the algebra L1(A, G;T,y) depends, up to isometric *-iso-

morphism, only on the equivalence class of (T, y).

Now let j be a nondegenerate ^representation of A on a Hubert space H. The

induced representation S of L\A, G;T,y) on L2(G, m, H) is given by

[S(f)g]ix)= f s[T(x)fi(y)]s(y(x,y))g(xy)A(yy2dm(y).
Ja

The class of this representation, of course, depends only on the class of (F, y). In

fact if (F1, y1) is related through p to (F, y) as described above, let M : L1(A, G;T,y)

-> L1(A, G; T1, y1) be defined by (Mf)(x)=f(x)p(x)*. One can easily prove that M

is an isometric *-isomorphism. Now let S and S1 be the representations of

L\A, G;T, y) and L1(A, G; T1, y1) respectively, induced on L2(G,m, H) by s.

Finally, define a unitary IF on L2(G, m, H) by (Wh)(x) = s(p(x))h(x). It is not hard

to show that WSW* = S1M and so, in this sense, the equivalence class of S depends

only on that of (F, y). In the group extension example, this definition coincides

with Mackey's definition of induced representation. For the above results and

other information see [4].

We will make the additional assumption that Fis strongly continuous at e and y

is jointly strongly continuous at (e, e). This will not always be true, but in many

cases there will be a pair (F1, y1) equivalent to (T, y) for which it holds. In particu-

lar, this follows for the group extension example from a theorem of Nagao [12] to

the effect that one can always find a Borel measurable cross-section t from the

quotient group of a locally compact second countable group such that t is con-

tinuous at ë (quotient group identity) [14, Theorem 3].

Theorem 4.1. Let s be a nondegenerate *-representation of A on H. Let

ha eF°°(G, m, B(H)) be defined for each a in A by ha(x) = s(T(x)a). As usual, define

hàix) = hafa1). Then the following statements are equivalent:

(1) S is C.C.R. (S(f) is always compact).

(2) s is C.C.R. and each hd almost vanishes at infinity.

Proof. (2) => (1). Elements of the form a <g>/where a is in A, fis in L1(G) and

a ®f(x) = af(x) are a total set in L1(A, G;T,y) and so it is sufficient to show that
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each S(a ®/) is a compact operator. But

[S(a®f)g](x) = f «a(x)/(j;)s(y(x,j;))^(xj)A(j)1'2i/m(>') = [ßfctfwg](*)

where fc = «a and B=s(y). Theorem 3.5 then shows S(a <S>f) is compact.

(1) => (2). We first let s be C.C.R. Suppose for some a in A, hZ does not almost

vanish at infinity. Let Ec he not thin at infinity, where Ec is the set of all x in G such

that ¡|«à(x)|| ^ c, and choose a symmetric neighborhood F of e such that if x, y are

in V, ||r(x)a —a|| <c/16 and \\ay(x,y) — a\\<c/16. Choose an F.E. sequence

( Vxn) for Ec. Then the sets x ~1V2 are disjoint for distinct «'s. Define

p: G ̂  U(M(A))

by

P(x) = y(xñ S 2)   if x = x¿" xz is in x¿"x F2 ;

= T if x is not in (J x» x F2.
n

Form the equivalent pair (F1, y1) from (T, y) using />. Define «J by «¿(x)

= i(F1(x)a). If S1 is the representation induced on L1^, G; T1, y1) by s, S\a ®/)

for any/in L^G) is given by

S1(a^f)g(x) = f  [«¿W/i^Mr1^^))^^)^^)1'2]^^.
Jg

By previous remarks, to prove 5 is not C.C.R. it is enough to show that S1(a <8>/)

is not compact for some/in L1(G). Now (ha)~ is greater than or equal to c in norm

on Ec, the same set as for hZ ■ We need only verify that h1 and B1=s(y1) are regu-

lated and we will be done, by Theorem 3.9. If wx, w2 are in Vxn and ylt y2 are in F,

then wf1 is in x"1^ and w~1yi is in xzxV2 (i=l, 2). Suppose wi = zf1xn. Then

T1(wi-1)a=T(xZ1)T(zi)a and yKwf1, yi) = T(xZ1)y(zi, yt). These relations follow

from the definitions of p and {T1, y1), and the relations satisfied by Fand y. Thus

II hliwx 'Wiwx- \ yx) - hl{w2 ̂BXw; \ y2) \\

g || F(x- 1)(T(zi)ay(Zx, yx)) - F(x" 1)(T(z2)ay(z2, y2))||

^ 2 (irUi)fl-a| + M^^i)-a|) < c/4.
i

It follows that hi and 51=s(y1) are regulated and so, by Theorem 3.9, S1(a ®/)

is not compact for some / in L1(G).

The only thing remaining to be proved is that if S is C.C.R. then s must also be

C.C.R. Suppose that for some a in A, s(a) is not a compact operator. We may as-

sume that a is positive selfadjoint since if s(a*a) is compact, so is s(a). Thus, s(a)

is a positive, selfadjoint, noncompact operator on TT. We require the following:

Lemma. If B is a positive selfadjoint noncompact operator on a Hubert space H,

there is an orthonormal sequence {xn}, 1 á « < 00, in H such that infnm || Bxn - Bxm || > 0.
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Proof. By spectral theory we can write 5 = J" t dEt for some projection valued

measure E. There must be a c>0 such that the projection Ec = f™ dEt is infinite

dimensional, otherwise 5 would be compact. Choose such a c and let {*„}, 1 i n < co,

be an orthonormal basis for the invariant subspace Ec. Then

||5xn-5xm||2 = (B2(xn-xm)\(xn-xm))

= ̂ t2d\\Et(xn-xm)\\2 2: ̂ J^IlF^-xJI2

= <-2llF(r — x 1112 = r2llx: — x  II2

Thus ||5xn —5xm|| ^c||xn —xm||2 = c-\/2>0.

Returning now to the theorem, we choose an orthonormal sequence {*„},

1 in<ao, in H such that ||.s(a)xn —i(a)xm|| ^d>0 for all «, m. Choose a compact

symmetric neighborhood F of e in G such that if x, y are in F, ||/ia(x)5(x, j)A(j)1'2

— i(a)|| <d/3. Again, let g be the characteristic function of V2, let f=m(V)~1Cv,

gn = Xng, and wn(x) = Cv(x)m(F)"1 JV A0(x)5(x, jKA^)1'2 <*m(jO.

By methods similar to those employed previously one can show (since B(e, y)

=s[y(e, y)]=I) that || wn(x) - s(a)xn \\ <d/3 for all x in F. Then

\\QhaKB;ign-gm)\l

= | [   [ /ia(x)5(x, y)fa - xm)fi(y)g(xy)A(yy>2 dm(y) 11 " dm(x)

= J      K(x)-H^(x)||2i/w(x)

^J   l¡5(a)xn-í(a)xm||-y|   aw(x)

> d2m(V)/9 > 0.

This shows that the bounded sequence gn goes into a sequence with no converging

subsequences under S(a <g>/). Thus this operator is not compact and the proof is

complete.

We now give an alternate description of the main result for the case where the

representation s is irreducible. It is shown in [4] that for purposes of computing

representations we may always assume that A is a C*-algebra. Thus we let (T, y)

be a twisting pair for (A, G) where A is a C*-algebra. Let A~ he the dual space of

A, that is the space of equivalence classes of irreducible ^représentations of A with

the hull-kernel topology (see [7]). It follows from Lemma 4.6 in [4] that G acts on

A~ through F as a topological transformation group. If s is a fixed irreducible

representation of A (with equivalence class also denoted by s), then there is a

natural map n from G into A~ given by 7r(x) = T(x)s where (T(x)s)(a) = s(T(x~1)a).

We will say that n is almost proper if for every compact set ¿T in A~, n~xfaf) is

thin at infinity in G.
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Corollary 4.2. The representation S ofiL1(A, G; T, y) induced from s is C.C.R.

if and only if (l) s is C.C.R., (2) tt is almost proper.

Proof. It can be shown (see [5, Chapter 3]) that the sets in A~ of the form

Jt(a, c) = {s : \\s(a)\\ 2:c}, a in A, c>0, are all compact and their interiors form a

base for the topology of A~. Now using notation from Theorem 4.1, we see that

the set of x in G such that \\hZ(x)\\ ̂ c, a in A, is nothing else but TT~1(^T(a, c)).

Thus, each /i~ almost vanishes at infinity if and only if each Tr'1(Jf(a, c)) is thin at

infinity. On the other hand, if this condition holds and Jf is an arbitrary compact

set in A~, then for some ax,.. .,anin A and Cx > 0,..., cn > 0, we have

7r-\jn<z\j„-\jr(at,ci)).
i

It is easy to show that finite unions and subsets of thin-at-infinity sets are thin at

infinity, and so tt-1{X') is thin at infinity. This completes the proof.

Corollary 4.3. If G is a countable discrete group and s is in A~, s induces a

C.C.R. representation if and only if

(1) s is C.C.R.

(2) Any sequence in tt(G) tends to infinity.

(3) The stability group {xeG : tt(x)=s} is finite.

Proof. Clearly a set is thin at infinity in G if and only if it is finite. Thus 7r(G)

intersects every compact set in only a finite set of points. The corollary then

follows.

A glance at [4] shows that the above results specialize to interesting theorems on

covariance representations of C*-algebras and locally compact automorphism

groups, as well as to algebras constructed from locally compact transformation

groups. Perhaps the most interesting application, however, is to representations of

group extensions. We elaborate on this application in the next section.

5. Induced representations of groups. We first interpret our main theorems in

the context of induced representations of groups. Then we show that these can be

strengthened and augmented if we add certain usual hypotheses. Let e -> H-> G

-*■ K -> e be an exact sequence of second countable, locally compact groups. The

action of G on TT by inner automorphisms, g-h=ghg'x, induces action of G on

L\H) and on H~=L1(H)~ in the obvious ways. The following is a direct corollary

of Theorem 4.1.

Proposition 5.1. If s is a representation of H (unitary and strongly continuous on

a Hubert space), then the induced unitary representation S of G is C.C.R. if and

only if
(1) s is C.C.R.,

(2) for each fin L\H) the map

g- f  s(g-1hg)f(h)dm(h)
Jh

(which is constant on cosets of H) almost vanishes at infinity modulo H.
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We also have the following directly from Corollary 4.2.

Proposition 5.2. If s is irreducible and n(g) = g-s maps G into H~, then S is

C.C.R. if and only if

(1) s is C.C.R.,

(2) n'\Jf) is thin at infinity modulo H for every compact set Jf in H~.

Now suppose that H is type I and regularly embedded in G (H^/G, the orbit

space under the natural action of G on 7F~, is a countably separated Borel space

with the quotient Borel structure, see [11]). Fix 5 in H~ and let Gs be the stability

subgroup of s in G, i.e. all g such that g-s=s, and assume Gs is normal. Then

He gsci G and it is proved in [2] that Gs is closed. Let t be an irreducible representa-

tion of Gs whose restriction to H is a multiple of s. We will always denote by 0(s)

and 0(t) the orbits of s and t in H~ and G~ respectively induced by the action of G

on those normal subgroups. It is clear (cf. [2, p. 1112]) that the stability subgroup

of / in G is just Gs. This means that the mapping g-s -> g-1 of 0(s) to 0(t) is well

defined.

Lemma 5.3. 0(s) and 0(t) are homeomorphic to each other and to G/Gs.

Proof. There is an obvious commutative diagram:

G/Gs-> 0(s)

We know that all three maps are continuous since the two lateral ones are, all are

bijective, and the map G/Gs -> 0(s) is a homeomorphism by [10, Theorem 1]. We

complete the proof by showing that the map 0(s) -> 0(t) is open. Let Y he any

subset of G, and suppose x- iis weakly contained in {y-1 : y in Y} (x an element of

G). Then xt\H (restriction) is weakly contained in {(y-t) | H : yin Y} ([I, p. 371]).

For each z in G, zt\H is weakly equivalent toz-i (since z-t\H is a multiple of

z-s), and so x-s is weakly contained in {y-s : y in Y} and this shows that the map

is open and completes the proof.

The following theorem shows that under the above hypotheses we can replace

almost vanishing at infinity by vanishing at infinity and also find other equivalent

conditions.

Theorem 5.4. Let s and t be as above. For fin L\G^ let t(f) = jG/(x)i (x) dmfa).

Then the following statements are equivalent:

(1) The induced representation TofG iinducedfrom t) is C.C.R.

(2) t is C.C.R. and for each fin LX(GS), y -> \\y-t(f)\\ vanishes at infinity modulo

Gt.
3. 0(t) is closed in (Gs)~.

(4) The map yGs^-y-t from G/Gs to (Gs)~ is closed or proper (in the sense of

Bourbaki, see [3]). (Note that we do not assume 0(s) is closed in /F\)
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Proof. (3) o (4) follows from [3, Proposition 10.1.2].

(3) => (2) is a consequence of Lemma 5.3 and Proposition 3.3.7 of [5].

(2) => (1) is a corollary to Theorem 4.1.

(1) => (3). Again we resort to weak containment arguments. Let r e G^be weakly

contained in 0(t). Then the induced representation R is weakly contained in the

set of representations induced from {x-t : x e G} [8, Theorem 4.2] which is just T

(since all the representations induced from x • t are equivalent). Thus the support of

R (the closed set of all elements of G~ weakly contained in R) is precisely the set

{T} (closed, since Fis C.C.R.). Thus, R is a multiple of Fand a theorem of Mackey

[11, Theorem 8.1] can be used to show that r is a multiple of x-1 for some x in G

and so r=xt is in 0(t). This completes the proof.

Remark 5.5. If the stability group Gs is normal in G for each s in H~, then

Theorem 5.4 gives necessary and sufficient conditions for the extension G to be

C.C.R., for under the hypotheses of this theorem each element of G~ is induced

from some t [11].

We now specialize to the case where TT is type I, regularly embedded in G and

s in TT~ is such that O(s) is closed.

Let Ms he the set of all t in Gf such that the restriction of t to H is (unitarily

equivalent to) a multiple of s, and let AT0(S) = \JxeG Mx.s.

Lemma 5.6. For any s in H~, M0(s) is closed in G^ // 0(s) is closed.

Proof. Suppose r in G^ is weakly contained in M0is). As in Lemma 5.3 we can

show that r|TTis weakly contained in O(s) and since the latter is closed, supp (r\H)

c 0(s). One can use Theorems 7.6 and 6.3 of [11] (and the fact that 0(s) is a locally

compact T2 space on which Gs acts trivially) to show that supp (r|TT) is {xí} for

some x in G, and thus r \H is a multiple of xs. Hence r e Mx.s<=M0is).

Theorem 5.7. Let 0(s) be closed in H~ and let t be in Mow. Then the following

statements are equivalent:

(1) 0(t) is closed in Gif.

(2) t is C.C.R.

(3) T is C.C.R.

Proof. (3) o (1) and (3) => (2) by Theorem 5.4.

(2) => (1). Let r in GÇ be weakly contained in 0(t). As before R is weakly con-

tained in T. Lemma 5.6 says that we may assume r is in M0(s), sore Mx.s for some

x in G. Clearly for some z in G we have z • t in Mx.s. Fell has shown [9] that Mx.„ is

closed and it then follows from [9, Lemma 4] that r is weakly contained in z-t.

Since z-t is C.C.R. (and thus {z-t} is closed), r=z-1 and r is in 0(t).

(2) o (3) was proved differently by Fell in [9].
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Our final result is a global form of Theorem 5.7. We review briefly the place of

projective representations in the theory under discussion. For all results and defini-

tions concerning projective representations we refer the reader to [11]. We remark

first that the irreducible a-projective representations of a group G (a a complex

valued multiplier on G) are in one-one correspondence with certain of the ordinary

representations of a group extension G" of G by the circle. The set of equivalence

classes of all such irreducible o representations of G, (G, a)~, is topologized by this

correspondence. If s is in H~, where H<= G is as before, then there is a multiplier

cts on GJH such that

(1) s extends to a (pos)~ ^representation s1 ofGs (p: Gs -> GJH is projection).

(2) The map r -> s1 <g) rp of (GJH, os)~ to Ms is a bijection.

It follows from [13] that the above mapping is continuous, so that if te Ms and

t=s1 <g> rp, then r will be C.C.R. if t is C.C.R. It is proved in [1, pp. 176-177], that

if j and r are C.C.R. then so is t.

Now suppose that H is type I, regularly embedded in G, and the orbit space

H^/G (in the quotient topology) is Tx (in particular H is C.C.R.). Suppose also

that for each s in H~, G3 is normal. Then applying Theorem 5.7 and the ideas of

Remark 5.5, together with the above remarks we have

Theorem 5.8. The following statements are equivalent:

(1) G is C.C.R.

(2) For each s in FT, (GJH, a,)* is C.C.R.

(3) For each s in H~, each t in Ms is C.C.R.
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